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Welcome
This guide will help you get started with Morningscore and SEO.
-Team Morningscore
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GETTING STARTED

REGISTERING

1

1. Enter your website in the field on morningscore.io and click on “Check site”.

GETTING STARTED

5

3

2

2. Pick the country you want to target.
You can always add more countries later.

GETTING STARTED

3. Enter your email-address and click “Start”. You can
also register with Facebook or Google. If you choose
to enter your email-address, a password will be sent
to you by email. You can change this password later
in Settings.
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4

4. You can also register by going to app.morningscore.
io/register. Here you can also choose to register with
your Facebook or Google account.

GETTING STARTED
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5

6

7

5. Enter your website’s URL here.

GETTING STARTED

6. Choose a country to target. You can
add more countries later.

7. Enter your competitors’ domains here.
This step is not required. You can always
add or remove your competitors later.
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OVERVIEW

8

9

8. On the top of the page you can see which
domain you are viewing data about.

GETTING STARTED

9. You can also see from which period of
time the data displayed on the site is from.
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13

10

11

12

10. It shouldn’t take longer than an
hour before your data is loaded. It will
typically take between 1-5 minutes.

GETTING STARTED

11. If you want to track your SEO in
multiple countries, do the following:
Click on your domain in the menu and
add your domain again, but this time
pick a different country you would like
to target.

12. Go to Settings and fill out your
profile. Here you can also change the
system language and currency.

13. Whenever you need some help, you
can click on the info icons and read
more about the subjects.
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17

14
15

18

16

19

14. Your Morningscore is the monthly clicks
from Google to your website times the price
you would pay for the clicks in Google Adwords. The numbers next to it show the
change over time in money and percent.

15. Click on “See keywords” to display a list of
all the keywords you are currently using and
which are used to calculate your Morningscore.

16. This section is dedicated to your competitors and their Morningscores. You can add
competitors by using the button “Add competitor”. Remove competitors by hovering your
mouse over the competitor you wish to remove
and click on the red cross.

17. Here you can choose from which period
of time you want to display data from on the
entire site.

18. This graph shows the change in you and
your competitors Morningscore during the
time period you have chosen to display.

19. Toggle the visibility of you and your competitors on the graph by clicking on the eyes.

GETTING STARTED
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REPORT - KEYWORDS

20
21

22

23

20. You can either scroll down to Report or use the link in the navigation.

GETTING STARTED

21. In the Keywords section you can
discover new keywords, see your competitors’ keywords and add them to
the list of keywords you are tracking.

22. Click on this button to add keywords you would like to track. It could
be keywords you already rank for or
keywords you are consider using.

23. For every keyword you are tracking, you get the following information:
search volume (per month), your
rank on Google, its history (arrow up
or down), traffic and how much the
keyword contributes to your Morningscore.
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REPORT - LINKS

24

25
26
27

24. This is your Link Rank. It is a term
for how well you rank compared to
how many strong links are pointing to
your site. The lower the number the
better.

GETTING STARTED

25. If you have added any competitors,
you will see their Link Rank here.

26. The graph shows the change in
you and your competitors Link Rank
during the chosen time period.

27. Toggle the visibility of you and
your competitors on the graph by
clicking on the eyes.
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28

29

30

28. New links give you an overview of the
latest links you have acquired with their
values.

GETTING STARTED

29. Lost links show you all the backlinks
that used to point to you, but you’ve
recently lost.

30. See the list of all your backlinks and
their value down below.
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REPORT - HEALTH

31

32

33

31. This section is a full SEO health check
of your website. It measures your onsite SEO and points out issues you can
solve in order to improve your ranking on
Google.

GETTING STARTED

32. Your website gets a healthscore from
0-100.

33. This is the overview of the number
of issues you can fix on your website.
They are divided into three categories: the
basic factors, the technical factors and
ideas for optimization.
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34
35

34. The basic factors could be for example
missing meta descriptions or broken internal
links.

GETTING STARTED

35. For every issues you can see its impact
on your SEO, the diagnosis and a status on
how close it is to be fixed. Click on the issue
to read the full diagnosis and a guide on how
to fix it.
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36
37

36. The technical factors could be for
example that your website does not have a
sitemap, or some of your pages do not have
H1-tags.

GETTING STARTED

37. For every issues you can see its impact
on your SEO, the diagnosis and a status on
how close it is to be fixed. Click on the issue
to read the full diagnosis and a guide on how
to fix it.
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38
39

38. Ideas for optimization could be for example that your images are too big, or your titles
are too long or too short.

GETTING STARTED

39. For every issues you can see its impact
on your SEO, the diagnosis and a status on
how close it is to be fixed. Click on the issue
to read the full diagnosis and a guide on how
to fix it.
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40

41

40. If you click on “Landing pages” you can
see a list of all your pages.

GETTING STARTED

41. For every page you can see the number
of issues, how many of them are solved, how
many keywords they have, amount of traffic,
its potential and their contribution to your
Morningscore.
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REPORT - TRAFFIC

42

43

44

42. This section shows you how much organic traffic you and your competitors get
from Google each month, and how much
it has changed from the month before.

GETTING STARTED

43. Click on “See calculation” to get a list
of all the keywords that contribute to your
organic traffic.

44. If you have added any competitiors,
you can also see their amount of organic
traffic here. Toggle the visibility of you
and your competitors on the graph by
clicking on the eyes.
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45

48

46
47

45. Here you can see your monthly
traffic potential with #1 ranks for all
your top-20 keywords.

GETTING STARTED

46. Click on “See calculation” to see
the potential of all of the keywords
that you are currently ranking for in
top-20.

47. Here you can see you and your
competitors monthly organic traffic
potential and how much of the potential you are capturing (in percentages).

48. The graph compares you and your
competitors current monthly traffic on
top-20 keywords.
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MISSIONS
49

50

51

52

49. In Missions you can set goals for your
SEO, and see which tasks you can complete
in order to improve your Morningscore.

GETTING STARTED

50. You can create your own mission by
using this button.

51. In this section you can see all of your
current missions that you have created 52. or missions you have added from suggested missions.
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53

54

53. This window opens when you add
your own mission. You enter a keyword
and pick a desired rank lower than your
current one.

GETTING STARTED

54. You can also see the current monthly traffic of that keyword, your current
rank, and the expected change in your
Morningscore and traffic after you have
completed the mission.
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55

56

57

55. You can use the checkboxes to sort
the missions by category.

GETTING STARTED

56. Here you can see the start date, category, description, status and the expected
ROI of each mission.

57. Remove a mission by hovering your
mouse over it and clicking on the red
cross.
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58

61

59

58. These are your suggested missions. Add them by hovering your
mouse over the mission and clicking
on the plus sign.

GETTING STARTED

60

59. Every mission has a difficulty level,
category, description, and an expected
ROI after the mission is completed.

60. We suggest that you compare the
difficulty level with the ROI before you
start a mission.

61. See your completed missions and
how long they took you to complete in
this section.
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FAQ

1. What is morningscore.io?
Morningscore is the ultimate SEO tool. It is a cost-effective solution that lets you:
•
•
•
•

Measure the exact monetary value of your SEO activities
Analyse your competition (their keywords, traffic and
links)
Track your keywords with their search volume, traffic,
rank history and CPC
Have a complete overview of your links and their values, see the latest additions in the New links list and
get informed about links you have lost so you can get
them back.

2. What is a Morningscore (how do you get
this number)?
Morningscore was created to let you measure the value
of your organic traffic. It is calculated by multiplying the
number of monthly clicks from Google to your website
(your monthly traffic) and the price you would pay for the
clicks in Google AdWords.
So, we take each and every keyword that you rank for,
check how much traffic you get for it every month and
how much that precise traffic would cost you if you were
paying for it through Google AdWords. When all the keywords are added, you have a Morningscore.

3. What can I use my Morningscore for / how
does my Morningscore bring me value?
If you have an internal SEO team or an external digital
agency taking care of your SEO, it can be difficult to answer if there is progress or not. Morningscore is an inFAQ

dependent 3rd-party tool which with great precision can
identify that progress. Furthermore, it gives an estimation
on how many activities went into that effort, and what that
effort is worth in dollars, letting you track your SEO value
progression intelligently.

4. Why choose us? / What do we offer that
others don’t? / What makes us special?
Morningscore provides you with the combined data from
the best tools available to a third of the price of other
tools. We summarize and simplify the important stuff
making it more understandable for non-SEOs and giving
an overview with useful insights to SEO gurus.

5. Where do I change language?
Go to Settings and change the system language under
Account.

6. How do I track my domain through multiple
locations/markets?
Click on your domain in the menu and add the same domain multiple times, but choose a different location every
time you add it. You are now able to track it for these
markets too.

7. How long does it take for me to get my
data?
Once you add your domain/s our crawler has to fetch your
data. This will typically take between 1-5 minutes and
should not take longer than an hour.
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8. What can I do while I wait for my data?
We suggest you look into the “What to do when there is no
data” section on page 30.

9. 24 hours have passed and I still do not have
my data...
There are several reasons why this could be the case, the
top 3 most common ones being:
•
•
•

Your domain was denied by our crawler (usually because of the firewall)
You don’t actually have a ranking on Google yet (common for new pages that haven’t been crawled yet)
You might have a big amount of data that is taking
longer to process. What you should do in this case is
contact us through the chat so we can help you solve
this problem.

10. Where is the data from and how often is it
updated?
Get the answer by watching this short video.

11. How do I change the currency for my
Morningscore?
Go to Settings from the menu, scroll down to System
currency and choose one from the drop down menu on the
right.

12. Where can I find all the keywords that I
already rank for?

In the Morningscore overview window, click the “See cal-

FAQ

culation” to get a list of all the keywords you are currently
ranking for. Here you can also see their search volume,
rank, traffic, CPC in your chosen currency and how much
they are contributing to your Morningscore.

13. Where can I see my rank history?
In the Keywords report use the “Add keyword” button to
add keywords you would like to track. If you already rank
for it you will be able to see the rank history in the rank
column. There will be an arrow and a number displayed
in superscript showing changes in your rank for the time
period you have selected. You can also choose to click on
the keyword and then “Keyword history” for a more detailed overview.

14. What are the link values?
We get the data about the value of the link from Ahrefs.
This is the Domain Rating (DA) whose value can range
0-100. We display a number of arrows based on this value:
0 arrows: DA less than 5
1 arrow: DA between 5 and 29
2 arrows: DA between 30 and 49
3 arrows: DA between 50 and 69
4 arrows: DA 70 and above.

15. How do I see my competitors’ keywords,
keyword ranks and rank history?
There are two ways to access the list of your competitor’s
keywords, their rank and rank history from the Morningscore overview window. The first way is to click on the
“See calculation” link right underneath your Morningscore.
You will see a list of keywords that contribute to your own
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morningscore. In the top left corner, you can click on the
name of your domain and choose a competitor from the
drop-down menu instead.
The second way of accessing competitor keywords is
by clicking on the competitor in the list underneath your
Morningscore.

16. How do I see my competitor’s backlink
list?
If you add your competitor’s website as one of the domains you are following, you will have access to a list of
their backlinks in the Link report. Scroll down to the list underneath your own domains new and lost links. Here you
can choose between your competitors and see their links.

If you have a question that is not in our FAQ, please
send an email to info@morningscore.io and we will
make sure to include it as soon as possible.
Tip: remember to use the info icons in the tool for detailed explanations

FAQ
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WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA

In rare cases, no data is caused by a problem in our database. You are always welcome to write to us on the chat – and we will take a look.
Most of the time though, it is because your site does not have that much SEO
traffic coming in. Maybe because it is brand new or because you don’t have it
optimized in the right way.
It will typically take our crawler 1-5 minutes and no longer than an hour to
fetch your data. Below is a guide to what you can do while you wait.

Step 1: Add competitors
Click on this button:

And add your competitors one by one:

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA
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Step 2: Add keywords you want to track
Scroll down to the Keywords section:

Click on this button and add your keywords:

Read the “Selecting the right keywords” section on page 36 to get help with this step.

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA
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Step 3: Check what your Morningscore should be
We have made a study across 30 industries and different business sizes so you can check
what you should expect your Morningscore to be.

Download full table (Excel file - 13KB)

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA
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Step 4: Check your Link Rank
Go to the Links report:

Find your Link Rank:

Here you can see how many links point to you and what your global “Link Rank” is. A Link
Rank above 10 million is almost 100% proof to why you don’t have any data. With Link
Rank there is only one rule - the lower the better.
We will help you with this in our “9 easy links to jumpstart your SEO” section on page 41.

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA
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Step 5: Optimize your website for the right keywords
If your Link Rank (see step 4) is already below 10 million (preferably below 5 million) and
you still don’t have any data it might be because your website has some serious issues
living up to Google’s guidelines.
We recommend reading up on the topic of onsite optimization. For example this brilliant
guide by SEO guru Neil Patel: https://neilpatel.com/blog/improve-google-rankings-without-getting-penalized/

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NO DATA
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SELECTING THE RIGHT KEYWORDS

Step 1: Find keywords that are relevant to your business
For this first task, your goal is to write down 20 words that are related to your business.
Those words could be anything that you can think of that somehow your audience is interested in. In this guide, we will use the example of a graphic design blog.
If you would like to learn how to come up with TONS of keywords that will help you succeed with SEO, read the full step-by-step guide on our blog: https://morningscore.io/longtail-keywords-research-guide
Example:

SELECTING THE RIGHT KEYWORDS
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Step 2: Turn the words into phrases
Your goal here is to create phrases from the words you brainstormed that your target users might be searching for.
Example:

SELECTING THE RIGHT KEYWORDS
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Step 3: Add those new keywords in Morningscore
This step allows you to see which keywords you can rank for precisely.
1. Go to app.morningscore.io
2. Log in the tool
3. Scroll down to the “Reports” Section
4. In the “Keywords” branch click on the blue “Add Keywords” button

5. In the new window, paste in all of the keywords that you just came up with
6. Click on “Add Keywords” in the popup window

7. Wait until the search volume is processed for all of your keywords

SELECTING THE RIGHT KEYWORDS
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Step 4: Time to clean up your keywords
This step is quite important for actually getting closer to SEO success.
Some of our keywords will have thousands of searches per month, while others won’t
have any at all. Targeting keywords with a low number of searches means there will be
less competition on them.
1. Look at your keywords
2. Write down the ones that have search volume higher than X
3. Delete these keywords and leave ONLY the ones that have search volume between 10-X
4. Change the deleted keywords around
5. Repeat the process

Example:
The keyword “footer design for ecommerce” unfortunately has a search volume of 0.
Delete the keyword and check the search volume on other variations such as - “design a
footer for ecommerce” or “how to design a ecommerce footer”.

SELECTING THE RIGHT KEYWORDS
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9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART
YOUR SEO

Finding links is probably one of the main challenges when it comes to link
building. This process is probably even harder for someone just starting out
or having to deal with it alone like someone running a business.
Because our goal is to make sense of SEO, we compiled this list of 9 links
you can build right now and the exact steps on how to do that.
Before we begin, as a rule of thumb, it is important that you make real profiles and fill out all of the information to avoid spam.
Additionally, after creating your profile and placing your link, try to engage
with some of the content on the website.That will bring value to the community and search engines can discover your profile and links easier. For example, if you make a profile in a stock photo website, leave a like and a comment under some of the photos you think are nice.
That being said, let’s dive right in.
The list starts on the next page.

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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1. Ello
If you have creative content, Ello is a great place to begin with.
It does not only give you a valuable link, but it’s also a great platform to get exposure.
It’s also fairly easy to set up – take a look:
1. Go to https://ello.co
2. Click on the sign up button
3. Fill out the forms and make a registration
4. Select whether you want to browse around or publish artwork
5. Now it’s time to fill out your profile – and link to your portfolio

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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2. Myvidster
Myvidster is a place where you can collect videos from all over the web and build themed
collections.
1. Go to http://www.myvidster.com
2. Register from the top right corner
3. Fill out your information
4. Click on Options in the new window
Alternatively:
		

- Click on your username at the top navigation bar

		

- On the right side, next to the avatar, click edit

5. Fill out the Personal Information tab

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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3. ShoutMeLoud
ShoutMeLoud is an award-winning blog that talks about living a boss free life with blogging. They cover topics such as WordPress, SEO, Make money Blogging and Affiliate
marketing.
1. Go to https://shoutmeloud.com
2. Create an account from the top right corner
3. Activate your account
4. Fill out your profile
5. Find a topic that’s relevant to you
6. Leave a comment with a link to your website
Remember to give a clear reason to why you’re linking to the website. Provide value to the
readers and put a disclaimer that you’re related to the website.

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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4. MethodSpace
MethodSpace is an online network for the community of researchers, from students to
professors, engaged in research methods.
1. Go to https://www.methodspace.com
2. Click “Sign Up” in the top right corner
3. Fill out the fields and activate your email
4. Log in the website and click on your profile
5. In the new window, go to Profile -> Edit
6. Write a short Bio and place your link
Tip: For a higher chance of getting your links indexed, do some activity that can be seen
on the homepage. Leave a comment or follow someone.

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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5. Icon Deposit
On Icon Deposit users post icons, designs, code, and screenshots to promote their work
and gain new clients.
1. Go to https://www.icondeposit.com
2. Click on create account
3. Fill out the information
4. Activate your email
5. Log in Icondeposit
6. Select “Edit Profile” from the person icon on the right
7. Add your link to the bio and website sections

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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6. 500px
A very passionate photography community where photographers connect, get inspired
and grow skills.
1. Go to https://500px.com
2. Click on “Sign up” in the top right corner
3. Choose “Continue with Email” and fill out the info
4. Verify your account from your email
5. Click on “My Profile” next to the search bar
6. On the right side, click on “Edit your profile”
7. Enter your information and link

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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7. About.me
Here you can create a page that will professionally present who you are and what you do,
helping you centralise your online presence.
1. Go to https://about.me
2. Click on “Get your free page”
3. Complete the registration steps
4. Select “Read my blog” (you can change it later)
5. Enter your link and proceed until the end
6. Once done, add all extra links in the body of the text
7. Remember to make use of the social sites

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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8. Addwish.com
Addwish lets you create, share and manage wish lists for easier gift giving and gift inspiration.
1. Go to http://addwish.com
2. Fill out the forms and create a new user
3. On the next page, enter the name of your list
4. Next, click on the green “View List” button
5. Here you can fill out your list
6. Place your link as a wish and write a short description
Your password will be sent to you by email.

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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9. ActiveRain
ActiveRain is an online community of real estate professionals who write blogs, exchange
best practices and share information.
1. Go to https://activerain.com
2. Click on “Join”
3. Fill out the form (you can select “Industry Observer”)
4. Continue with a free plan
5. Activate your account
6. Fill out your profile information
7. Complete or Skip step 2 (follow) & 3 (answer)
8. On step 4, click on “Edit your website”
9. Finish your profile and add your link

9 EASY LINKS TO JUMPSTART YOUR SEO
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IS YOUR MORNINGSCORE
OR
GOOD
BAD
IS YOUR MORNINGSCORE GOOD
OR BAD?

The answer to whether your morningscore is good or bad is actually simple.
There are 3 things you should compare it to:
1. Your business size, age and industry
2. The hours spent on improving your SEO
3. Your competitors

1. Big is usually better
In general, a small business will have a lower Morningscore than a big business, because
their overall visibility is smaller. Less activity means less people linking to you on the
internet. Also smaller businesses are usually younger than big businesses, who had many
years to build a strong brand that also translates to more visibility online in most cases.

2. Small can outscore the big
Let’s say you run a Webshop with 10 employees and you get a lot of revenue from Google
searches. Then you might work a lot on improving your online visibility by having 2 people
work full-time with online marketing.
You could actually “outscore” a 1,000 employee manufacturing company since they might
have 0 people working on their online visibility because they choose other channels to get
new clients from (often an unwise decision).

3. Always compare to competitors
Comparing to your competitors is the best way to see if you are behind or ahead. Check
their number of employees and company age to see if they are comparable to you (higher
is better), if yes then your Morningscore should be similar. If not there is a difference in
effort put into SEO.
See comparison table on the next page.

IS YOUR MORNINGSCORE GOOD OR BAD?
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Comparison table - Find out how good your Morningscore should be
Industry

Company age

Employees

Revenue/year

Google competition

morningscore

Accountant

11

4

$1.530.000

Medium

$114,58

Advertising/PR

6

6

$552.500

High

$317,05

Auto dealer/mechanic

21

30

$8.330.000

Medium

$65,96

Bars/restaurants

5

8

$1.275.000

Medium

$142,80

Blogger

4

1

$42.500

High

$2.000,56

Call center

22

6

$340.000

Low

$65,45

Coffee supplier

14

32

$4.037.500

Medium

$714,85

Construction company

19

39

$4.250.000

Medium

$62,22

Dentist

12

12

$2.550.000

High

$646,34

Digital/design agency

9

5

$340.000

High

$289,99

Engineering firm

10

30

$3.825.000

Low

$1.601,91

Florist (flower store)

8

5

$1.275.000

Medium

$138,21

Hair salon

8

4

$212.500

Medium

$77,18

Hotels/motels

17

30

$807.500

High

$927,86

IS YOUR MORNINGSCORE GOOD OR BAD?
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Industry

Company age

Employees

Revenue/year

Google competition

morningscore

Lawyer firm

16

7

$1.955.000

Medium

$735,93

Liquor, Wine & Beer

5

5

$977.500

Medium

$150,96

Local Carpenter

23

15

$1.530.000

Low

$49,98

Logistics Company

17

280

$76.500.000

Low

$366,52

Marketing Consultant

6

15

$1.445.000

High

$833,34

Museum

25

25

$2.975.000

Low

$4.734,50

Newspaper/Magazine

13

25

$1.275.000

Medium

$571,03

Pharmaceuticals /
Health Products

8

7

$935.000

Low

$562,19

Real estate firm

7

6

$1.020.000

Low

$95,88

Software startup

1

45

$1.700.000

High

$1.897,20

Travel Agency

7

32

$1.530.000

Medium

$427,38

University/college

40

40

$2.125.000

Low

$60.100,10

Webshop

9

15

$1.487.500

High

$8.457,50

We compared 5 anonymous companies for each industry. Download source file (Excel file - 13.8KB)
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LOW HANGING SEO FRUIT

Do you want more traffic the easiest way possible?
We know just how!

Step 1:
Log into morningscore.io and go to the “SEO TRAFFIC POTENTIAL” section located at the
bottom of your Traffic report.

Click on “See calculation”.
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Step 2:
When the window has loaded make one click on the TRAFFIC column to sort from high to
low.

It should now look similar to this (below is example data, yours will be different).

As you can see traffic potential is arranged from high to low numbers.
In this example, the first keyword has a traffic potential of 63 clicks per month and a
current traffic share of 4 clicks per month. You are looking at keywords with the highest
“SEARCHES/MO” in top-20 results (page 1 or 2 on Google search results).
Why is this critical data? Focusing on improving keywords that ALREADY rank well is usually the easiest way to get even more traffic.
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Step 3:
You now face a choice:
A. Improve keywords in rank 10-2 and aim for rank #1
B. Improve keywords in rank 20-11 (page 2 on Google) and aim for page 1 by getting them
below rank 11.
Why choose option A?
This will give you the highest traffic increase and usually it will be the best investment of
your time. It will take more of an effort though. So the risk is higher (if for example competition is too tough).
Why choose option B?
If you want results faster, there is much less competition here. The chance of winning is
higher.
If you’re in doubt:
Always choose the keywords you consider the most relevant for your business.

Tip: Have easier overview by using the rank filter
to for example only see keywords ranking 1 to 10
on Google.

LOW HANGING SEO FRUIT
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Step 4:
Improve the ranks of the carefully selected keywords.
Now how do I improve my keyword rankings? There are many great guides out there to
follow.
Read this wonderful guide written by SEO guru Neil Patel: https://neilpatel.com/blog/improve-google-rankings-without-getting-penalized/

We hope you have fun doing this, and increase your Morningscore as a result. Thanks for reading our guide!
-Team Morningscore
LOW HANGING SEO FRUIT
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